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Planetary Nebulae (PNe) mark the end of the active life of 90% of
all stars. They trace the transition from a red giant to a degenerate
white dwarf. Stellar models1,2 predicted that only stars above ap-
proximately twice the solar mass could form a bright PN. But the
ubiquitous presence of bright PNe in old stellar populations, such
as elliptical galaxies, contradicts this: such high mass stars are not
present in old systems. The planetary nebula luminosity function
(PNLF), and especially its bright cut-off, is almost invariant between
young spiral galaxies, with high mass stars, and old elliptical galax-
ies, with only low mass stars. Here we show that new evolutionary
tracks of low-mass stars are capable to explain in a simple manner
the decades-old mystery. The agreement between the observed PNLF
and stellar evolution validates the latest theoretical modelling. With
these models, the PNLF provides a powerful diagnostic to derive star
formation histories of intermediate-age stars. The new models pre-
dict that the Sun at the end of its life will also form a PN, but it will
be faint.
Low and intermediate mass stars, up to about 8M⊙, end their lives with a
phase of extreme mass loss. The superwind ejects the envelope, leaving only the
degenerate core behind. The core briefly ionizes the ejecta, before entering the
terminal white dwarf cooling stage. The ionized ejecta remain visible as a plan-
etary nebula (PN) for thousands of years, before dispersing into the interstellar
medium3.
PNe form the most luminous phase of evolution of their host stars, with typ-
ical luminosity L ∼ 104L⊙. In addition, much of the nebular luminosity comes
out in a few bright, narrow emission lines. The brightest line, [O III] 5007 A˚, can
emit as much as 103L⊙. This makes PNe detectable to very large distances,
including galaxies beyond the Virgo cluster. The PNLF has been established
as an important extragalactic distance estimator4,5. However, stellar evolution
models have thus far been unable to explain it6.
The PNLF describes the fraction of PNe in a galaxy at each specified lu-
minosity bin7. For the emission line [O III] 5007 A˚, the absolute magnitude is
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Figure 1: Stellar evolution sequences and timescales. The coloured lines
present the post-AGB stellar evolution sequences14 adopted for the computa-
tions of the fluxes shown in Fig. 2. Blue dashed lines indicate isochrones at
selected post-AGB ages. Thin grey lines show the interpolated sequences used
for the construction of the PNLFs shown in Fig. 3. The inset presents the model
parameters for the seven computed tracks: the initial and final masses in M⊙
units, the total age since ZAMS in Gyr and the logL/L⊙.
defined8 as M5007 = −2.5 log(F [O III]) − 13.74. Here F ([O III]) is the line flux
in units of erg s−1 cm−2, assuming a distance of 10 pc. In these units, the PNLF
shows a well-defined, steep cut-off at the bright end, at M∗5007 ≃ −4.5. The
observed value of M∗5007 is almost invariant between different galaxies, with a
scatter of only∼ 0.17mag5 for metal-rich galaxies. The observed magnitudes in-
clude the effect of extinction within the circumstellar material of the PN, which
especially for very young and compact PNe can be of the order ∼ 0.5mag.
To reproduce the invariant cut-off some studies9 assumed a final stellar
mass distribution with an upper cut-off at 0.63M⊙ (initial mass: Mi ≈ 2M⊙).
This is much too high for older stellar populations10. Other studies11,12
showed that the stellar evolution models available before 20161,2, combined with
nebular models of evolving optical thickness, predicted a brightening ofM∗5007 by
more than 4 magnitudes when going from old (10Gyr) to young (1Gyr) stellar
populations, in stark contradiction with the observed invariance ofM∗5007. These
inconsistencies are a long standing mystery in the study of the PNLF, and have
thrown doubts on our understanding of the final evolution of low mass stars,
including the Sun.
Recently, the details of the stellar evolution models1,2 applied in the mod-
elling of the PNLF have been questioned. The analysis of PNe in the Galactic
bulge13 suggested that the speed of the stellar evolution during the PN phase
had been underestimated by a factor of three or more. Independently, new stel-
lar evolution models for post-asymptotic giant branch (post-AGB) stars were
developed14, with a carefully computed post-AGB phase based on new opacities,
an updated treatment of the stellar physics and a proper account of previous
evolutionary stages (see Fig. 1). These new models have very different initial-
final mass relations calibrated to be in a good agreement with observations.
Their post-AGB evolution is faster and brighter than the previous models. The
new models fundamentally change the interpretation of the PNLF.
From this new model grid, we selected seven evolutionary sequences with
metallicity Z = 0.01, representative for a wide range of Solar-like populations.
The initial masses range from 1 to 3M⊙ and the final masses from 0.532 to
0.706M⊙ respectively. This initial mass range corresponds to stellar ages be-
tween 0.5 and 10Gyr (see the inset in Fig. 1). The grid includes previously
published sequences14 and newly computed models using the same physical
assumptions.
The evolutionary sequence provides the temperature evolution and the lu-
minosity evolution of the post-AGB star. To model the PNLF we calculate
emission line fluxes of model nebulae surrounding each one of the stellar mod-
els. The complete photoionization structures of the nebulae were calculated
using the Torun codes15, to derive the flux of the single nebular line used,
[O III] 5007 A˚.
We first ran models with a non-evolving constant density shell, with a fixed
inner radius of 0.01 pc, outer radius of 0.02 pc, and a mass of 0.15M⊙. These
parameters were chosen to result in ionization bounded (opaque) nebulae and
were adopted for each of the seven evolutionary sequences. In this maximum-
nebula hypothesis, the fluxes emitted at each phase of the stellar evolution are
maximized. It is appropriate for testing whether these PNe can reproduce the
peak of the PNLF.
For each evolutionary sequence we computed the fluxes emitted in the line
[O III] 5007 A˚, converted to the magnitude scale M5007. Fig. 2 shows this mag-
nitude evolution during the post-AGB evolution for the seven low-mass stars
introduced in Fig. 1. The most massive track reaches magnitudes above the ob-
served PNLF cut-off value. However the time spent at maximum brightness is
negligible in comparison with the average life-time of PNe: the typical observed
kinematic age of PNe is between . 1000 and 10,000yrs. In addition, the high-
mass, youngest PNe are expected to be more compact and may have significant
circumstellar extinction. The next five less-massive tracks behave very regularly
and over thousands of years they show an [O III] brightness very close to the
observed cut-off value, exceeding it (if at all) by only a fraction of a magnitude.
This is a consequence of the very similar post-AGB luminosity of these models
(see the inset in Fig. 1) which changes by only 0.25 dex between the 1.1M⊙ and
the 2M⊙ sequences (ages 7Gyr and 1Gyr respectively). Finally, the least mas-
sive track, at 1M⊙ evolves so slowly that the ejected nebula will be dispersed
before the star culminates in Teff . The new stellar evolution models coupled
with photoionization modelling under the maximum-nebula hypothesis predict
the maximum nebular [O III] brightness to be close to the observed value over
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Figure 2: Evolution of [O III] 5007 A˚ fluxes against logarithmic time for
the maximum-nebula hypothesis. The solid lines represent evolutionary
tracks of central stars, with initial and final masses as given in the inset. The
numbers above each curve indicate the total age in Gyr of a given stellar model.
The PNLF canonical cut-off value ofM5007 = −4.5mag is shown as a horizontal
dashed line; the grey band represents the possible range of this value when
correction for extinction was considered.
a large range of stellar ages and masses (Fig. 2). This already suggests that the
models can reproduce the PNLF cut-off for a variety of stellar populations.
Next, we allow the modelled gaseous shell to evolve together with the central
star. We assumed again a constant density shell with fixed inner radius of 0.01 pc
and fixed total mass of 0.10M⊙, but now the outer radius expands from 0.02 pc
up to 0.5 pc at a constant velocity. The expansion of the shell results in a
transition of the nebula from opaque to transparent to the ionizing radiation.
Varying the kinematics provides different [O III] brightness scenarios. In the
following we will discuss two such scenarios: one where the PN is predominantly
opaque during the stellar evolution (the intermediate-nebula hypothesis) and
the other one where the PN is predominantly transparent, the minimum-nebula
hypothesis.
To derive the PNLF, we integrate over the stellar mass distribution, assum-
ing a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) with n(M) ∝ dM × M−2.35. We
interpolate between the stellar models (Fig. 1) to get a grid of tracks at equally
spaced ages. Fig. 3 combines the models to predict PNLFs for both the inter-
mediate and minimum-nebulae hypothesis, and for four different star formation
histories (SFHs), appropriate to different galaxy types. The filled histograms
(dark for the intermediate-nebula hypothesis with mostly opaque PNe, pale for
the minimum-nebula hypothesis with more transparent PNe) use a constant
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Figure 3: The synthesized PNLF for the intermediate-nebula and
minimum-nebula hypothesis, for different star formation histories. We
interpolated between evolutionary tracks (Fig. 1) to obtain a grid of models sam-
pled at uniform age. For each assumed SFH we combined the individual PNLFs
from each gridded model, with weighting factors determined by the SFH, the
mass difference between adjacent interpolated tracks, and assuming a Salpeter
initial mass function. The PNLF synthesis was performed for two versions of
a very simple nebular evolution scenarios. The upper two panels presents the
PNe that stay opaque for most of the post-AGB evolution (expansion of the shell
starts later and with lower velocity), the bottom two panels concern PNe that
become transparent relatively early (expansion starts earlier and with higher
velocity). The shaded histograms show the PNLF obtained with a continuous
SFH since some 10Gyr ago until now. The coloured lines show simulations with
star formation ending 3, 6, and 9 Gyr ago. Both shaded histograms are supple-
mented with the observed PNLF outline that combines20 the bright steep end
and the faint tail. At the left side of all panels the canonical value of M∗5007 is
indicated as a vertical dashed line with a grey band representing the possible
range of this value when correction for extinction was considered.
SFH, approximating a non-interacting spiral galaxy. The other two diagrams
(shown with coloured lines) use a truncated SFH where a constant star forma-
tion ceased 3, 6 and 9 Gyr ago, typical for an elliptical galaxy and for an old
stellar population, formed in a burst about 9 Gyr ago.
For the intermediate-nebula hypothesis (the two upper panels in Fig. 3), the
steep bright-end cut-off of the PNLF appears in our simulations for both the
continuous and truncated star formation histories, at a value very close to the
canonical observed limit of M∗5007 ∼ −4.5. The brightest PNe are created by
progenitors 1.1M⊙ < Mi < 2M⊙, which have nearly the same post-AGB stellar
luminosity, log(LpAGB/L⊙) = 3.75±0.13, and have total ages from 1 to ∼7Gyr.
The initial stellar masses are significantly smaller than was required in similar
older models. The fact that the cut-off appears at the right magnitude over
a wide age range of stellar populations provides a simple solution to the long
standing mystery of the observed PNLF cut-off invariance.
The two lower panels in Fig. 3 present the minimum-nebula hypothesis. It
reproduces the observed faint-tail behaviour of PNLF, however the bright-end
becomes progressively fainter with age of the population.
We conclude that the PNLF can be reproduced using the new stellar mod-
els, under the assumptions that the ejected shells can be approximated with
the intermediate-nebula hypothesis, and that the originating stellar population
harbours a significant number of stars with ages of 3–7Gyr. The age range is
consistent with the known SFH, where nearby galaxies with masses between 1010
and 1011M⊙ tend to have declining star formation rates since 3–5Gyr ago
16.
Elliptical galaxies also can contain a fraction of stars in this age range17. Our
results confirm previous studies18 which concluded that appropriate PNLF peak
luminosities could be attained by lower-mass stars if the nebulae remained op-
tically thick during most of their evolution.
The necessary condition that the modelled spherical PNe remain opaque
during a significant part of their early evolution can perhaps be satisfied by a
high opacity in one direction and transparency in another. For bipolar PNe
containing a dense equatorial torus and thin lobes, 3D modelling19 reproduces
well the line emissivities (including [O III]). The details of the evolution and
expansion of PNe are still not well understood. Our results puts constraints on
this evolution, for those PNe which make up the peak of the PNLF.
The brightness and the evolutionary speed of the central stars of PNe, both
crucial to the PNLF, are influenced by physical processes on the previous AGB
phase, in particular the mass loss and the mixing which bring the products of
nuclear burning to the surface. The details of the observed PNLF may put
constraints on the efficiency of these still poorly understood processes in AGB
stars.
The models give new information about the final fate of the Sun. In our
models, it is near the low-mass limit for PN formation. The Sun still reaches a
temperature high enough to ionize the ejecta, before they disperse. Hydrogen
ionization begins 5000 years after the end of the AGB, and [O III] appears from
12,500 years. The stellar luminosity suffices to put its PN within a magnitude
of the bright cut-off of the PNLF. However, at this late time, it is expected that
the ejecta will no longer be optically thick, and therefore the PN may be rather
fainter than this. If the Sun leaves the AGB during the helium burning phase
of the thermal pulse cycle, its luminosity and speed of evolution will be three
times lower and no PN will form. The Sun is close to the lowest mass star that
can still produce a PN.
Methods
Extinction corrections to the PNLF cut-off
The extinction towards extragalactic PNe is a combination of foreground extinc-
tion (within our Galaxy), local extinction (within the host galaxy) and circum-
stellar extinction (within the stellar ejecta). The foreground is normally con-
stant across the host galaxy and is known. The local extinction is a stochastic
parameter, which mostly affects PNe located within the disk of spiral galax-
ies. Circumstellar extinction stems from dust located in the non-ionized regions
surrounding the PN. Observed PNLF are generally corrected for foreground
extinction, but not for the poorly known local and circumstellar extinction.
We calculate the circumstellar extinction using the equation27
AV ≈ 0.5
[
M˙
10−5M⊙ yr−1
][
vexp
15 km s−1
]−1[
r
1016 cm
]−1
.
This assumes a standard ratio of NH2 = 2 × 10
21AV cm
−2mag−1, appropriate
for interstellar silicate dust28. For our minimum radius of 0.01pc and assuming
M˙ = 5 × 10−5M⊙ yr
−1 and vexp = 15 km s
−1, this predicts AV ≈ 0.8mag.
The smallest radii of Galactic PNe are around 0.03 pc29, giving an expected
AV ≈ 0.25mag.
As a test, the well studied PNe population of the outer disk of the An-
dromeda galaxy M31 is shown in Fig. 4. The foreground extinction to M31
amounts to AV = 0.175. The corresponding value of A5007 is presented as the
horizontal dotted line. The coloured symbols show M5007 corrected for fore-
ground extinction only, and the thin lines indicate the shift when corrected for
the total extinction, which here is derived from the spectra. The majority
of objects have additional extinctions of a few tenths of a magnitude or less.
A few have higher extinction. After correcting for the full extinction, the
value of the cut-off of the PNLF shows a small shift from M∗5007 = −4.2 to
−4.5. In our models, the former value would indicate an age of the stellar pop-
ulation of around 7Gyr, while the corrected value corresponds to stellar ages
of less than 6Gyr. This illustrates the diagnostic power of the PNLF to con-
strain star-formation histories, provided accurate extinctions are available. In
this age range, few other diagnostics are available. It should however be noted
that extinction corrections can be uncertain, especially if there is significant
circumstellar extinction and scattering, potentially involving non-standard dust
grains30.
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Figure 4: Observed values of M5007 for planetary nebulae of the outer
disk of the Andromeda galaxy, M31. The data is taken from different
sources, shown as red squares21,22,23,24 and blue triangles25. Extinctions were
calculated from the published Hα/Hβ ratio, assuming a ratio of 2.85. M5007
was taken from a single source26, with one exception25 whereM5007 is measured
from the spectra itself. The small triangles indicate objects where the extinction
is less accurate because of low S/N on the Hβ line. The foreground extinction is
AV = 0.175, extinction at [O III] is taken as 1.2AV, and the distance modulus
to M31 is taken as 24.47. The coloured symbols showM5007 corrected for fore-
ground extinction; the thin lines indicate the M5007 magnitudes after correction
for the total extinction. The canonical value of M∗5007 = −4.5 is shown as
the vertical dashed line. The grey vertical band represents the corresponding
range of values assuming extinction correction up to 0.5 mag. The horizontal
dotted line represents the foreground component to A5007.
The grey band in the plots shows the dimming effect a circumstellar extinc-
tion of up to 0.5 mag would have on the observed PNLF, when compared to the
theoretical, extinction-free curves. Such an extinction is possible for the most
compact PNe, from the above calculations.
La Plata stellar evolution code
LPCODE is a one-dimensional stellar evolution code that has been widely used
for the computation of full evolutionary sequences from the zero age main se-
quence to the white dwarf stage31,32,33. The last version of LPCODE14 in-
cludes a state-of-the-art treatment of atomic, molecular and conductive opaci-
ties34,35,36 as well as a detailed treatment of stellar winds and convective bound-
ary mixing. Specifically, LPCODE takes into account both for carbon- and
oxygen-rich compositions for the determination of both opacity and the stellar
wind regime. In addition, convective boundary mixing has been carefully cali-
brated at different evolutionary stages to reproduce several AGB and post-AGB
observables14. The post-AGB evolution of the seven tracks computed with this
code and discussed in this article are presented in Fig. 1. Each star evolves first
at constant luminosity to higher temperatures, followed by a rapid fading and
slow cooling. The speed of evolution is much faster at higher stellar mass, so
that lower-mass stars spend much longer at their peak luminosity than higher
mass stars do. A metallicity of Z = 0.01 was selected, as being appropriate for
sun-like stars. The post-AGB tracks have little dependence on metallicity, and
using Z = 0.02 would cause only minor changes to the derived masses and ages
of the stars. A 1.25M⊙ track
14 was not used for the interpolations because
it was affected by a thermal pulse unusually close to the AGB turn-off which
affected the subsequent evolution. The 1M⊙ presented here was adjusted to
ensure it left the AGB during the hydrogen burning phase, by briefly turning
off the stellar wind until the hydrogen shell had fully activated.
Torun photoionization code
The Torun codes were written in their original form some twenty years ago15.
The central star is approximated as a black-body. The nebula is approximated
with a spherically symmetric shell having assumed inner and outer radii and
radial density distribution. The chemical composition of the nebular gas was
taken from the data set named PLANetary which is included as a part of the
CLOUDY code37. No dust presence was assumed. The ionization state of gas
was computed by solving the equations of statistical equilibrium and iterated
to convergence with the kinetic temperature and electron density. These codes
were not written in a form suitable for public availability but they are easy to
adapt to different needs and run very fast on standard workstations. They have
been used in numerous publications.
[O III] magnitudes for individual stellar tracks
We first derived [O III] fluxes from a single evolutionary track, for a particular
stellar mass. At this step we were interested in maximizing the flux emitted in
the [O III] line. The shell parameters were adopted to secure that the PN stays
opaque during the whole stellar evolution, the maximum-nebula hypothesis. As
the stellar temperature increases and the number of ionizing photons goes up,
the ionization front expands and the ionized mass increases. To obtain opaque
PNe, the total mass of the shell should exceed the ionized mass. We found that
a constant density shell of inner radius of 0.01pc, outer radius of 0.02pc and
total mass of 0.15M⊙ fulfils our demands for each of the central star tracks.
The resulting hydrogen number density ∼ 1.5 ·105cm−3 guarantees confinement
of the ionization front even for the hottest stars. These parameters remain
typical for unevolved PNe. For each of the tracks presented in Fig. 1 the flux
evolution in the [O III] line was calculated using the Torun model described
above. The [O III] line flux we converted to magnitude scale and in this way the
dependencies shown in Fig. 2 were obtained.
We derived also the central star luminosity fraction that is reprocessed into
nebular flux in [O III] 5007 A˚ line. The maxima of this reprocessing efficiency
remain nearly constant, at the value ∼ 0.12 which is in agreement with earlier
modelling38. However the actual values of this efficiency vary significantly with
stellar evolution, firstly they increase with Teff then start to decrease because
of higher oxygen ionization and further decrease because the star enters the
cooling track. In fact they follow closely the time dependencies of [O III] 5007 A˚
fluxes drawn in Fig. 2.
PNLF for expanding PNe in composite stellar populations
To account for simultaneous evolution of the central star and the expansion of
nebular shell we applied a simple scheme. We kept the nebular inner radius fixed
and the total nebular mass constant. The shell is assumed to have a constant
density with radius. We specified the outer radius as expanding with a constant
velocity. The expansion of the outer radius together with a constant inner ra-
dius agrees with the observed velocity fields, which have the highest expansion
velocities at the outer edge and very low velocity near the inner radius. The
expansion results in a fast decrease of the gas density and in consequence of the
nebular opacity. The model with expansion starting at the moment when the
star leaves the AGB almost immediately becomes transparent. Hydrodynamic
calculations3 show a brief phase of acceleration, caused by the overpressure of
the developing ionized region, followed by a plateau. We therefore introduced
a delay of the beginning of the (constant) expansion phase. As previously we
want to apply the same shell model to all of the synthetic tracks. Because the
evolutionary tracks differ significantly in timescales we apply the temperature
criterion – the nebula starts to expand after the central star effective tempera-
ture reaches a specified value. It does not mean that the early phase is static –
as the star heats up the ionization front moves through the opaque shell increas-
ing gradually the nebular ionized radius and the ionized mass. Two parameters
define our simplistic models: the threshold temperature which defines the early
opaque phase and the expansion velocity which determines the late transparent
phase of nebular evolution. As previously the inner radius equals 0.01pc while
the outer radius initially has the value of 0.02pc and later expands but not
more than to 0.5 pc. The total mass to be ionized was assumed 0.1M⊙, it is a
little lower than at previous computations since now we are interested in nebu-
lae that at some moment should become transparent. The resulting hydrogen
number densities decrease with post-AGB time from ∼ 105 to ∼ 5cm−3. All
these parameters agree with the rather wide limits of physical characteristics
that define a PN39.
With trial and error we pinpointed two nebular models that represent two
representative scenarios. One model is predominantly opaque for all evolution-
ary tracks: it starts expanding with velocity of 20 km s−1 after the star heats-up
to 60,000K. The second model expands a little faster (30 km s−1) and expansion
starts somewhat earlier at the temperature of 40,000K, this model is predom-
inantly transparent for all simulated tracks. These expansion velocities are
typical to PNe. The two models are respectively the intermediate-nebula and
the minimum-nebula hypothesis.
The most massive stellar model (Mi = 3M⊙) in both hypotheses evolves
so fast that the nebula stays opaque throughout the complete brightest phase
and becomes transparent only very late on the cooling track. Also for the
least-massive track (Mi = 1M⊙) the nebula stays opaque but for the oppo-
site reason – the temperature evolution is very slow. For the five intermediate
evolutionary tracks the ”opaque period” varies from 600 to 6000years for the
minimum-nebulae hypothesis, while for the intermediate-nebula hypothesis it
remains opaque about 50% longer. In both cases, the periods for the nebulae
for staying opaque are within reasonable limits.
The carefully computed set of seven tracks (see Fig. 1) served as the base
for interpolation on a dense time-grid. In order to interpolate among the tracks
we identified key points corresponding to well-defined post-AGB evolutionary
phases. Then, the individual evolutionary tracks have been reduced to the same
number of “equivalent points” between these key points. For a given age we then
compute the expected mass of the post-AGB remnant (M syntheticf ) and construct
the interpolated track by interpolating in final mass at equivalent points between
the two neighbouring tracks – with masses M evol.,Af and M
evol.,B
f such that
M evol.,Af < M
synthetic
f < M
evol.,B
f . We computed synthetic tracks interpolated
to a uniform grid in the age of the stellar population, to every 0.5Gyr in the
range from 0.25Gyr to 9.75Gyr. This grid forms the base for assembling simple
stellar populations.
To build a histogram we divided the magnitude axis into 0.5mag bins (a
value comparable with published observed data). The relative time spent by
the evolutionary track within given magnitude limits provides a measure of
the probability of finding a PN in this bin. We interpolated the evolutionary
track to a dense time grid and counted the number of such grid-points within
each magnitude bin. A step of 5 yr appears sufficient to obtain an adequate
PNLF. The post-AGB evolution slows down significantly with decreasing stellar
luminosity leading to more numerous faint objects. After some time the PN
disperses. We calculate the time spent in each magnitude bin up to the adopted
by us 20,000 years limit which is well above the ages that contribute to our
histograms and is in agreement with recent PN visibility analysis3.
Having this data set we can integrate the PNLF contributions from individ-
ual synthetic tracks where the SFH and IMF are used to calculate weighting
factors for each track. We simulate a simple, constant SFH started and finished
at the given ages. However the equal steps in stellar age translate to steps
dM in initial mass M that are increasing with M . To account for the IMF
we therefore multiplied each individual contribution by the mass step dM and
by the Salpeter exponent M−2.35 and then summed them up. In this way the
histograms in Fig. 3 were obtained separately for opaque and for transparent
shells.
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